Abstract. Several general results are proved concerning the existence and uniqueness of various branched coverings of manifolds in dimensions 2 and 3. The results are applied to give a rather complete account as to which 3-manifolds are branched coverings of S3, S2 X S\ P2 X S1, or the nontrivial 5'-bundle over Sl, and which degrees can be achieved in each case. In particular, it is shown that any closed nonorientable 3-manifold is a branched covering of P2 X Sl of degree which can be chosen to be at most 6 and with branch set a simple closed curve. This result is applied to show that a closed nonorientable 3-manifold admits an open book decomposition which is induced from such a decomposition of P2 X Sl.
Introduction. A well-known classical theorem of J. W. Alexander [Al] states that a closed orientable piecewise linear «-manifold can be expressed as a branched covering of the n-sphere S". S. Stoilow [Sto, pp. 77, 119] and M. Heins [He] subsequently gave separate proofs in the 2-dimensional case. The result is of particular interest in dimension three, where it has been refined by H. M. Hilden [Hil] , U. Hirsch [Hirl] , on and J. M. Montesinos [M] . One of the applications of Alexander's theorem in dimension three was his proof [A2] that every closed orientable 3-manifold admits what is now called an open book decomposition.
In this paper a number of general results are proved concerning the existence and uniqueness of various branched coverings in dimensions two and three. These results enable us to give a rather complete account as to which 3-manifolds are branched coverings of S3, S2 X Sx, P2 X Sx, or the nontrivial 52-bundle over S1, and which degrees can be achieved in each case. In particular it is shown that any nonorientable 3-manifold is a branched covering of P2 X Sl and that nonorientable 3-manifolds also admit open book decompositions which are induced from such a decomposition P2 X S\ We have tried to formulate our techniques used in proving these results in such a way that they should be useful for subsequent applications as well.
After providing in § 1 some background material and in §2 a discussion of the classification of general branched coverings in dimension two due to A. Hurwitz [Hur] , we focus in § §3-4 on a particular class of "simple" branched coverings-branched coverings of degree n, each of whose point inverses contains at least n -1 points, and therefore at most one singular point. It turns out that in dimensions two and three such branched coverings are generic among branched coverings. That is, they form an open and dense set in the space of all branched coverings between two given manifolds (Propositions (3.1) and (3.3) and Theorem (6.5)). See also [Hir3] . Therefore results about simple branched coverings often imply results about general branched coverings.
One of the most important facts about simple branched coverings over the 2-sphere S2 is that they are unique up to equivalence, for each degree (Theorem (3.4) ). This result, in sohiewhat different form, actually goes back over one hundred years to Liiroth [Lu] . An alternative topological proof has recently been given by Hirsch [Hir2] .
These simple branched coverings A/2-»^2 also generalize the particular branched coverings of degree 3 constructed by Hilden [Hil] and Hirsch [Hirl] and enjoy similar properties:
(i) Any homeomorphism of M2 is isotopic to one which covers a homeomorphism of S2 (Theorem (4.1)). Hirsch [Hir2] indicates that his results imply this for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms.
(ii) There is a homeomorphism of M2 which is isotopic to the identity and covers a homeomorphism of S2 which induces any prescribed permutation of the branch set (Theorem (4.9)).
We show in §5 that any map of a surface of genus g to a surface of genus 1 is homotopic to a branched covering provided it has degree n > 2, g > max{3, n), and the map is surjective on fundamental groups (Theorem (5.1)). It is an interesting problem to characterize in general what homotopy classes of maps between manifolds contain branched coverings. (Added in proof. See the abstract of the second author, Deforming maps to branched coverings, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 25 (1978) , A-260.) Next in §6 we make the transition to the study of 3-manifolds. Here we prove various extension theorems typified by the assertion that any branched covering 3A/3->S2 of degree at least 3 extends to a branched covering ). In this section we also show that any branched covering M3 -* N3 can be adjusted to have the branch set be a 1-manifold (Corollary (6.6)). Most of our constructed branched coverings have this property to start with.
In § §7-10 we present applications of the preceding existence, uniqueness, and extension results. In §7 we show that a closed orientable 3-manifold M is a branched covering of S3 of any desired degree greater than 2 (Theorem (7.1)), and that M3 is a branched covering of S2 X S1 if and only if HX(M3; Z) ¥= 0 (Theorem (7.3)). Also the number of components of the branch set in either case can be any number greater than 0. In §8 we construct branched coverings of closed nonorientable 3-manifolds. If M3 is nonorientable but wx(M3) is integral, then M3 can be cut open along an orientable surface to yield an orientable 3-manifold and M3 can be expressed as a branched covering of S2 ® Sl, the non trivial S2-bundle over S] (Theorem (8.3)). If wx(M3) is not integral then M3 can be expressed as the union of an orientable 3-manifold and a nonorientable bundle over an orientable ). This decomposition then leads to branched coverings of M3 over T^2 X S1, the simplest 3-manifold of this sort (Theorem (8.8) ). The possible degrees depend on more subtle properties of H*(M3). Since S2 ® Sl is a 2-fold covering of P2 X Sl, this shows that every closed nonorientable 3-manifold is a branched covering of P2 X Si.
In §9 we apply the preceding result to show that every closed nonorientable 3-manifold admits an open book decomposition (Theorem (9.8)). The first step is to show that P2 X Sl admits such a decomposition (Theorem (9.1)). We then show how to pull back this decomposition through a branched covering to deduce the desired result, in much the same way Alexander [A2] did for orientable manifolds which are branched coverings of S3 (Theorem (9.3) and Proposition (9.7)). These results answer questions raised by F. González-Acuña.2
As a final application of the earlier results we show in §10 that any knot in S3 can be obtained as the inverse image of the trivial knot under a branched covering S3 -> S3, with branch set in the complement of the trivial knot (Theorem (10.1) ). This answers a question raised by D. Goldsmith.
In a concluding appendix we discuss the nonorientable analogue of the higher-dimensional Alexander branched covering theorem. We show that any 2«-dimensional closed nonorientable manifold is a branched covering of real projective space T*2", but that there can be no such universal target in the (2« + l)-dimensional case if n > 2.
Except for our use of Lickorish's construction of a finite set of generators for the homeotopy group of a closed orientable 2-manifold [Li2] and of Stallings' fibration theorem [Sta] , we have attempted to make this paper essentially self-contained.
We thank George Francis for drawing the figures for this paper.
2Gonzalez-Acuña has recently informed us that he also has proved the existence of open book decompositions using other techniques.
1. Preliminaries. Throughout we shall work in the piecewise linear (PL) category. Hudson [Hud] is a convenient reference for basic facts and standard notation and definitions. With reasonable care most of our results can be formulated and proved in either the differentiable or topological categories. All manifolds will be compact and connected with boundary allowed unless explicitly stated otherwise. All maps /: Mm -» Nm between m-manifolds will be PL zxvdproper, that is, f~l(dNm) = dMm.
Some standard notation will be used throughout: Dm will denote a standard PL m-ball, Sm~l will denote its boundary dDm, and Pm will denote real projective w-space.
A (proper, PL) map <p: Mm -» Nm between manifolds is called a branched covering if it is finite-to-one and open. In practice this is checked using the equivalent condition that the set of points of Mm at which <p fails to be a local homeomorphism, the singular set, is a subpolyhedron of Mm of codimension 2. The image in Nm of the singular set of the branched covering tp is called the branch set of <p and denoted by B9, or simply by B if no confusion arises. The branch cover is <p-1(7?). The fibers of (p are the finite sets <p~x(y), y G Nm. A fiber <jp~'(v) \s principal úy G N -B^.
Two branched coverings <p0, <p,: Mm -> Nm are equivalent if there exist homeomorphisms /: Mm -^ Mm and g: Nm -» Nm such that g<p0 = <p,/, and are b-homotopic if there is a homotopy 9,: Mm -» A/m, 0 < t < 1, such that fy) = •Po-0i = 9u ana eacn 0( is a branched covering.
Note the analogue for branched coverings of the "Alexander trick": Any branched covering <p: Dm -» Dm is ¿>-homotopic to the cone C(q>\dDm), and, hence, two such branched coverings which agree on 3Z)m are è-homotopic. Suppose that <p: Mm -> Nm is a branched covering and that Nm is orientable. Then an orientation of Nm determines an orientation of Mm such that <p is orientation-preserving:
simply triangulate Mm and Nm so that <p is simplicial and orient the m-simplices of Mm so that <p is orientation-preserving on each simplex. A branched covering <p: Mm -» Nm which preserves specified orientations of Mm and Nm will be called an oriented branched covering.
More generally, one easily sees that the branched covering <p: Mm -> Nm maps orientation-reversing loops in Mm to orientation-reversing loops in Nm. Therefore, if wx(Mm) e Hl(Mm; Z/2)oeHom(Hx(Mm); Z/2) denotes the first Stiefel-Whitney class of Mm, which assigns 1 to each orientationreversing loop in Mm, then <p*wx(Nm) = wx(Mm).
If <jp: Mm -» Nm is a branched covering, the degree of <¡o, deg(<p), is the maximum cardinality of a fiber. If <p is only a map we shall mean by deg(<p) the absolute degree of <p in the sense of Epstein [E] . In case the map <p preserves wx, then tp lifts to a map <p: Mm -» Ñm of orientable double covers and deg(g>) = deg(«p), and the latter is the ordinary homological degree up to sign. It is then easy to see that if (p is a branched covering the two definitions of deg(<p) coincide.
A map/: X ^> Y is called primitive if f^: trx(X, *) -» irx(Y, *) is surjective. In particular, a primitive branched covering is one which has no unbranched covering as a left factor. Similarly a cohomology class v e HX(X; Z) is primitive (or indivisible) if a map X -> Sx representing v is primitive.
2. Classification of branched coverings in dimension two. We now turn to the classical description of branched coverings of 2-manifolds. We wish to thank George Francis for providing us at a timely moment with copies of his work which provides a nice introduction to the original sources in this subject.
Let <p: A72-»A/2 be a branched covering of degree n. Near any point x e M2, <p is equivalent to the complex function zi->zd for some d > 1 and we define the local degree of <p at x, deg(<p; x) = d. Then the RiemannHurwitz formula states that
where x(^2) denotes the Euler characteristic of M2 and the summation extends over all x in the singular set of <p. The classification theorem for 2-manifolds thus allows one to determine M2, given n, N2, and some information about the branch set. In [Hur] A. Hurwitz showed how to associate to any branched covering <¡p : M2 -* N2 of degree n certain data which we shall call a Hurwitz system for <p. In more modern terminology, the branched covering <p is determined by the associated unbranched covering <p0: M2 -<p~x(B) -> N2 -B by passage to end point compactifications. And the unbranched covering <p0 is determined by a homomorphism p(<p):trx(N2-B,*)^Sn where S" denotes the symmetric group on n letters and *£JV2-5 is a base point. The representation p is determined modulo inner automorphisms of S" by choosing a one-to-one correspondence <p~'(*) «-» {1, 2, . . . , /i} and assigning to a loop a in N2 -B based at * the permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n) induced by transporting <p~'(*) around a. To formulate (2.2) more nearly in the spirit of Hurwitz and in the way in which we shall use it, we shall restrict attention to the case N2 = S2.
Fix an orientation of S2. Let B c S ' be a finite set of cardinality k, and let * G S2 -B be a base point. Choose a simple system of rays rx, r2, . . ., rk connecting * to each point of B, indexed in such a way that a small circle about * oriented by S2 meets the r,'s in order of increasing subscript (modulo The choice of orientation and {/-,■} identifies irx(S2 -B, *) with the free group on k -1 generators xx, x2, . . . , xk_x, where x¡ corresponds to a loop which runs out along r" goes around the end point in the direction determined by the orientation, and returns along r¡. Or, better for our purposes, this identifies trx(S2 -B, *) with the free group on k generators je,, x2, . . . , xk modulo the relation xxx2 ■ ■ ■ xk = 1. A representation p: nx(S2 -B, *) -> S" then determines, and is determined by, an ordered ¿-tuple (ax, a2, . . . , ak) of permutations of S" subject to the condition that «i«2* • • ak = (!)in §"• Then (2.2) says that for any /c-tuple (a,, a2, . . ., ak) of nontrivial elements in §" there is a branched covering <p: M2 -» S2 with branch set B of cardinality k, deg(<¡p) = n, and representation p: ttx(S2 -B, *) -> S" determined as above for some choice of orientation, paths, and (a,, a2, . . . , ak).
Then the condition that A/2 be a connected branched covering translates into the requirement that p: trx(S2 -B, *) -» S" is a transitive representation, or equivalently {a" a2, . . . , ak) generates a transitive subgroup of S". By a Hurwitz system for <p: A/2 -» S2, then, we shall mean an orientation of S2 together with the collections of arcs {>,} and permutations {a,}. However, we shall often suppress the {/■,}. For if {>,'} is another collection of such arcs, then cutting S2 open along the r/s on the one hand and along the r"s on the other hand, we obtain two trivial coverings of 2-disks together with identical gluing data given by (a,, a2, . . . , ak) for constructing A/2. Hence one easily constructs a homeomorphism S2 -» S2 which takes one system of paths to the other and is covered by an equivalence of branched coverings.
3. Genericity and uniqueness of simple branched coverings. In this section we introduce the class of simple branched coverings. A branched covering <p: Mm -» Nm of degree n > 2 is simple provided that for each y G Nm the fiber if"1^) over_y consists of at least n -1 points (and hence contains at most one singular point and that of local degree 2).
To justify their study we begin by showing that this class is open in the set of all branched coverings between two given manifolds and in dimension two is actually dense. (A similar result is also true in dimension three but the proof is deferred until §6.) More important for our present purposes is the Uniqueness Theorem which goes back over 100 years to J. Lüroth [Lu] and says that a simple branched covering in dimension two is determined up to equivalence by its domain, range, and degree.
In the case of a simple branched covering <p: M2 -> N2 in dimension 2 the Riemann-Hurwitz formula takes the simple form X(M2) = nX(N2) -k where k is the cardinality of the branch set B9 and n = deg(<p). Similarly a Hurwitz system for <p is especially simple because all of its permutations are just transpositions in S". If \p is close enough to <p, then for each component C of qp-1(7i,) it follows that \[/(C) D A,. Hence the cardinality of any fiber of \p is at least n -1. If \¡/ is close enough to tp then \p is homotopic to <p and so has degree n also. Therefore \¡/ is simple. □ (3.2) Lemma. Any branched covering <p: D2 -> D2 is b-homotopic rel 37J>2 to a simple branched covering.
Proof. Let <p have degree n. Then <p|3Z)2 is equivalent to the standard /i-fold covering. There is a simple branched covering \(/: D2 -> TJ)2 of degree n; for example, let \p be associated with a Hurwitz system which has n -1 branch points with assigned transpositions (12), (13), . . ., (In). We may assume \p\BD2 = <p|37J>2. By the "Alexander trick", <p and \p are both bhomotopic to the branched covering which is the cone on <p| dD2. □ (3.3) Proposition.
Any branched covering <p: M2 -> N2 is b-homotopic to a simple branched covering by an arbitrarily small homotopy.
Proof. First perturb <p slightly so that any fiber contains at most one singular point. Then choose small disk neighborhoods of the singular points in At"2 on each of which <p defines a branched covering with image a disk. Apply (3.2) in each disk, extending trivially over the rest of A/2. □
The following uniqueness theorem is the cornerstone for all our subsequent constructions of branched coverings since it implies via the Riemann-Hurwitz formula that a simple branched covering of S2 is determined by its degree and the cardinality of its branch set. Thus in applications we shall be free to visualize such a simple branched covering using whatever particular model might be convenient at a given moment.
(3.4) Uniqueness theorem. If M2 is a connected 2-manifold then any two simple branched coverings <p0,<px: M2 -» S2 of degree n are equivalent.
This result is classical and is essentially due to Lüroth [Lu] . See also [Hur, pp. 32ff] . For the convenience of the reader we sketch our proof, which is essentially the same as the classical one. By the Hurwitz Classification Theorem of §2 the proof reduces to the combinatorial manipulation of commutes.
Having chosen once and for all an orientation of S2, then, as in §2, a choice of paths from * to each point of B allows one to describe p0 (or p,) by a sequence â = (ax, a2, . . . , ak) of permutations in S" such that (ii) Each a, is a transposition (<p0 is simple); (iii) (a,, a2, . . . , ak] generates a transitive subgroup of S" (A/2 is connected). By the discussion of §2 then it suffices to find a homeomorphism /: (S2, B, *) -h> (S2, B, *) which converts (by changing the system of paths) the sequence â of transpositions for % into that for <p" or, rather, to put the sequence 6E into a canonical form which depends only on n and k.
The basic move is given by the following lemma. These moves correspond to well-known generators for braid groups. Proof. Just twist a small disk containing only the points b¡ and bi+x in its interior 180° in the appropriate direction, switching b¡ and bi+x, and examine the effect on &. \J Operation (3.6) and its inverse do not alter properties (i)-(iii) of S, and can be described as saying that any transposition a, can be moved anywhere else in the sequence at the expense of conjugating the intervening a-'s by a,,
Thus the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4) is reduced to the following combinatorial result.
(3.8) Proposition. Any sequence & = (ax, a2, . . ., ak) in S" satisfying (i),
(ii), and (iii) can be put in the canonical form (12), (12), . . . , (12), (12), (23), (23), (34), (34), . . ., (n -1 n), (n -1 n) using the operation (3.6) and its inverse.
Proof. Using the property that axa2 ■ • • ak = (I) one notes that k is even and then inductively rearranges & so that a2i_x = a2i, i = 1, . . . , m, where k = 2m. For suppose a, = (xxx2). Some subsequent a, = (x2x3) and by (3.7) we may assume it is a2. Similarly we may assume a3 = (x3x4), etc. Eventually we must hit some ar = (xrxx). Moving ar_, to the rth position makes the new ar_x = (xr_xxx). By induction on r we proceed to obtain a2 = (x2xx) = (xxx2). Induction on m applied to (a3, a4, . . . , a2m) completes the observation.
A similar argument using the transitivity of (a,, a2, . . . , ak] shows that one can arrange so that ax = a2 = (12). For this step it is useful to note the following two formulas which are easily derived from (3.6): that is, any pair of transpositions can be replaced by its conjugate by any neighboring pair and hence by any pair. Inductively one generates pairs of (12) transpositions until the remaining transpositions are no longer transitive and the argument can be finished by induction on k. n 4. Realization of homeomorphisms in simple branched coverings. The main results of this section are the Realization Theorem (4.1) and Theorem (4.4), which generalize the main technical results of Hilden [Hil, Theorems 4, 8] . The first says roughly that if <p: AÍ2-»S2isa simple branched covering then the group of homeomorphisms of M2 which respect <p surjects via the natural map onto the homeotopy group of A/2. By the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4), Hilden proved this using his special construction when deg(<p) = 3, for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms. Also Hirsch [Hir2, p. 655] indicates that his results prove (4.1) for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms. The second says that there is a homeomorphism of Af2 which is isotopic to the identity, respects (p, and on S2 induces any desired permutation on the branch set. Again by (3.4) Hilden proved this for n = 3. A corollary of (4.4) is that many branched coverings M3 ^> N3 can be altered so as to have connected branch set.
(4.1) Theorem. Let M2 be a connected 2-manifold, let <p: M2 -» S2 be a simple branched covering of degree at least 3, and let f: A/2 -» A/2 be a homeomorphism. Then there exist homeomorphisms h: M2 -> M2 and h: S2 -* S2 such that h is isotopic to f and the diagram M2 X M2 vi i<P s2 X s2
commutes.
The proof is based on lifting a large number of "twist" maps from S ' to M2.
Recall [Li2] that if c is an oriented simple closed curve in an oriented 2-manifold N2 then the twist map t(c): N2 -» N2 is defined as follows: Let A be an annular regular neighborhood of c in N2: parametrize A as [ -1, 1] X R/Z so that c corresponds to 0 X R/Z and the parametrization is orientation-preserving for fixed orientations of [-1, 1] X R/Z and of 0 X R/Z. Define t(c) on A by t(c)(r, 9) = (r, 9 + r/2 + 1/2) and by the identity outside of A. The isotopy class of t(c) depends only on the isotopy class of c in the oriented manifold TV2.
Similarly if a is an arc in N2 we define the disk twist t(a): N2 -» N2 as follows: Let D be a small disk neighborhood of a; outside D let t(a) be the identity; on D let t(a) twist D 180° in the direction of the orientation on 37J>, mapping a onto itself with the ends reversed. Proof. The branched covering tp can be realized as the orbit map for the involution T: A -» A given by T(r, 9) = ( -r, -9) and the arc a to be the image of 0 X R/Z. Then it is easy to check that /(0 X R/Z) commutes with T and induces t(a) on D. (Alternatively we could have used this to define disk twists, as in [Hil, §2] .) □ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof of (4.1). Let S2 be oriented in a standard way and let M2 be oriented so that <p is orientation-preserving. Let M2 have genus g and let a,
(1 < i < g), b, (1 < /' < g), and c, (1 < / < g -1) denote the standard We shall show each of the twist maps about these 3g -1 curves is realized up to isotopy as in the statement of the theorem by a lift of a (disk) twist on S2. This will complete the proof when / is orientation-preserving since Lickorish has shown [Li2] that such an / is isotopic to a composition of twist maps among this particular collection.
To accomplish this we use the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4) to visualize <p in a nice way.
Let Mq be a copy of M2 and <p2: A/,2 -> 52 be the branched covering of degree 2 which is the orbit map for the involution T which rotates A/,2 180°a bout the horizontal axis in Figure 4 .1. The Hurwitz system for <p2 assigns to each of 2g + 2 branch points the transposition (12) G §2 and the RiemannHurwitz formula verifies that the target of <p2 is indeed S2. Now try to prove the theorem with <p2 instead of <p. It is clear that up to isotopy the curves a, and c, (1 < i < g) (as well as bx and bg) can be realized within their isotopy classes as T-invariant simple closed curves such that each (p2(a¡) = a¡ and fp2(c¡) = c¡ is an arc in S2. In an invariant annular neighborhood of one of these simple closed curves, <p2 is equivalent to the degree 2 branched covering of Lemma (4.2). Hence the twist about such a curve can be realized as the lift of an appropriate disk twist about the corresponding arc in S2. It is evidently impossible to realize twists about b2, . . . , bg_x in this way.
Now let (n -2)S2 denote the disjoint union of (n -2) copies of S2 and extend <p2 to a degree n branched covering <p2: A/02u (n -2)S2^>S2 by mapping each S2 by the identity.
Let <p¡[: S2 -» S2 be a simple branched covering of degree n. Its Hurwitz system assigns, without loss of generality, the transpositions (12), (12), (13), (13) Since (A/02 u (« -2)5'2) #y S2 » A/2 we may take <p" as a model for <p by (3.4). Now (p~l(a¡) consists of the simple closed curve a, in A/02 near which <p" = <p2 and (n -2) simple arcs mapped homeomorphically by <pn. Thus the disk twist t(äj) lifts to the composition of t(a¡) and (n -2) disk twists. Since disk twists are isotopic to the identity the lift of t(a¡) is isotopic to t(a¡). Similarly t(c¡) lifts to a homeomorphism isotopic to t(c¡).
It remains to find some arcs b¡ in S2 such that the disk twist t(b¡) lifts to a homeomorphism isotopic to t(b¡). To this end we have depicted in Figure 4 .3 the Hurwitz system for <p" with the desired arcs b¡ (as well as a¡ and c¡) indicated.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Well, hi intersects a¡ (transversely) in just one point in "sheet 1" and misses the a/s for/ ¥= i; and b¡ misses all the c/s. Thus one easily sees that it suffices to show that although a pair b'¡ and b'j of these loops intersect in two points, they can all be isotoped apart.
If M2 is cut open along bx, ax, . . ., ag, cx, . . . , cg_" to form M2 » D2, the loops b\b2, . . ., b'g determine simple arcs which intersect each other transversely in two points in int A/2. Because M2 is a disk this means the intersection numbers b'¡ • bj are zero and the corresponding arcs in M2 can be isotoped apart rel boundary in A/2. Thus the ¿>"s can be isotoped to the standard b¡'$.
This completes the proof of (4.1) when/ is orientation-preserving and it remains to realize some pair of orientation-reversing homeomorphisms as h and A. To do this normalize the Hurwitz system for <p as (12), (12), . . . , (12), (12), (13), (13), . . . , (In), (1«), as above. Decompose S2 = Z)02 u Df as the union of two disks which meet along their boundary, such that each D2 contains half the branch points of each type: (12), . . . , (12), (13), . . . , (In). Let A/,2 = q>~x(D2) for / = 0, 1, and let rp, = <p|A/,2. Then each A/,2 is connected and <p0 and <p, are equivalent and M2 is a double. A reflection in S2 which interchanges T),2 and Dx, fixes 37)02, and maps branch points to like branch points, then lifts to the desired reflection in A/2. □
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem (4.4).
(4.3) Lemma. Let <p: D2 -» D2 be a simple branched covering of degree 3 with branch set {yx, y2) and let t be a disk twist about a simple arc a connecting y x andy2. Then t3 lifts through <p to a disk twist about the arc <p~x(a).
Proof. Let r be an actual rotation of the target D2 through 180° (counterclockwise) which permutes v, = (\, 0) andy2 = (-{-, 0). Then r lifts to a (unique since <p is irregular and deg(<p) = 3) homeomorphism r: D2 -> D2 which is also a rotation through 180° (i.e., f2 is the identity). This can be seen from the visualization of <p in Figure 4 .4. Now an isotopy of r|37J>2 through -540° lifts to an isotopy of r|3Z)2 through -180° to the identity. Adjoining these isotopies to r and r in small collars in the domain arid target of <p yields the desired lifting. For in the target the resulting map on a is 540° ahead of the map on 37)2, hence corresponds to t3; while in the domain the map on <p~x(a) is only 180° ahead of the map on 37)2 (since deg(ep) = 3) and hence is an ordinary disk twist about <p~ x(a). □ commutes, h is isotopic to the identity of M2, and h induces any prescribed permutation of the branch set B.
Proof. Let B = { yx, y2, . . . ,yk) and suppose a Hurwitz system for <p is normalized so that the corresponding transpositions are (12), (12), . . . , (12), (12), (13), (13), . . . , (In), (In), as in (3.4) and (3.8).
It suffices to realize the transposition of B which reverses y¡ and y} (i =£ j) and fixes the remaining branch points, since transpositions generate the symmetric group of permutations on B. There are two cases depending on whether the Hurwitz system assigns distinct or identical transpositions to y¡ and yj. It suffices, then, to consider the following two special cases:
(i) y i <-> (12) and/,. ^ (13) (distinct); (ii) v, <-» (12) and y^ <-> (12) (identical).
First consider case (i). Let a be a simple arc from y¡ to y} which misses the rest of B. Then <p~x(a) consists of (n -2) arcs, (n -3) of which are mapped homeomorphically to a and one of which (lying in sheets 1, 2, and 3) is mapped in a 3-to-l fashion onto a. Then, applying (4.3) to the restriction <p to a neighborhood of this latter arc, we see that if t(a) is the disk twist about a, then t(a)3 lifts to a composition of disk twists in M2 which is isotopic to the identity and permutes the fibers over y, and y¡ as desired. Now consider case (ii). Choose an auxiliary point y G B which corresponds to (13) (i.e., distinct from (12)) in the Hurwitz system and choose simple arcs a from.y, to_y and b from/, to.y such that a and b have disjoint interiors and miss the rest of the branch set. Then, as above, t(a)3 and t(b)3 lift to homeomorphisms of A/2. Therefore the homeomorphism t(a)3t(b)3t(a)3 of S2 which transposes y{ and yy lifts to a composition of disk twists in M2 which is therefore isotopic to the identity, as desired. □
The usefulness of (4.4) is that one can often apply it to change the number of components of the branch set of a given simple branched covering.
Let <p: M3 -> N3 be a simple branched covering of degree n. Then, just as in dimension 2, <p is determined by a suitable compactification of the associated unbranched covering <p0: A/,3 -» Nq, where Nq = N3 -B^ and Mq = <p~'(A/03). And <p0 is determined by its representation p: it^Nq, *)-» S". Define <p to be nondegenerate if in addition p is surjective. If deg(<p) = 3 or if trx(N3, *) = 0, then <p is fairly easily seen to be nondegenerate. Also if there is a submanifold Q2 c N3 which meets Bv transversely and such that the representation -nx(Q2 -B, *)-> S", for the restriction <p~l(ô)-»ô, is surjective, then <p is also nondegenerate. This latter observation can be applied to most of the branched coverings constructed in § §8,10.
(4.5) Corollary.
Let M3 and N3 be connected 3-manifolds and let <p:
M -> N3 be a simple nondegenerate branched covering of degree n > 3, with nonempty branch set. Then there is a simple branched covering \p: M3 -» N3 with B^ connected.
Proof. Let K be a one-point union of arcs emanating from * in A/3, connecting * to each component of the singular set of <p. By a general position argument, we may assume that <p\K is one-to-one. Let L = <p(K). Let V be the simplicial neighborhood of I in a barycentric subdivision of a triangulation of A^3 such that L and Bv are subcomplexes, and let U = <p~x(V). Let U0 be the component of U containing K.
We may assume that the induced simple branched covering <p|U0: U0->V has degree > 3. If it is the case that deg(<p| U0) = 2 then we can change the original choice of L as follows. In this case each arc of L corresponds to a transposition which we may take to be (12) for each arc. Simply alter one of the arcs of L by first going around a loop in N3 -B^ which corresponds to the transposition (23) in S". The new arc corresponds to (23)(12)(23)_1 = (13). Thus we see <p| U0 must have degree 3 for this new choice of L.
Notice also that <p\Ux: UX->V must be a homeomorphism for any other component Ux of U, since all singular points of U lie in U0 and V ss D3. Further, since (V, Tin V)^(D2X 7, (Tin D2) X I), we see also that <p~x(dV) n U0 is connected. By (4.4) we can alter, by an isotopy of dlf, the way that U is glued into A/3 -int U in such a way as to induce a permutation of the branch points of dV, chosen so that the resulting branched covering A/3 -> N3 has connected branch set. □ (4.6) Remark. The same kind of argument shows that if <p: A/3 -» N3 is a branched covering as in (4.5) with Bv =^0, then there is a branched covering \p: M3 -> N3 with B^ consisting of arbitrarily many components.
5. Branched coverings of the torus. The results of § §2-4 imply immediately that any map <p: M2 -» S2 of degree greater than or equal to 2 is homo topic to a branched covering and that two such branched coverings <p0 and <p, are equivalent to 6-homotopic branched coverings if and only if they have the same (oriented) degree-that is, they are just homotopic.
In this section we make a small start at studying analogous situations when the target manifold is more complicated. In particular we characterize a large class of mappings to the torus which are homotopic to branched coverings.
The result will be used in §8.
For g > 0 let Tg the orientable surface of genus g.
(5.1) Theorem. Let f: Tg -» Tx be a map of degree n > 2 such that (i) g > max (3, n} and (ii) n > index off+trx(Tg) in w,(r,). Then <p is homotopic to a branched covering.
Proof. Any map Tg -> Tx is determined up to homotopy by its induced homomorphism on homology since Tx ss Sx X Sx has abelian fundamental group. And such a homomorphism is determined by its matrix with respect to the standard bases ax, a2, . . . , ag, bx, b2, . . . ,bg for Hx(Tg: Z) and a, b for 77,(7/,; Z).
Also note that it suffices to prove (5.1) when / is primitive. For if / is not primitive/factors asp/' where/': Tg -» Tx is primitive of degree greater than one and p is a covering map, so that / is homotopic to a branched covering if and only if/' is.
Given these remarks the proof breaks into the following two steps.
There is a primitive branched covering if/: Tg -» Tx of degree n, provided g > n. Proof of (5.2). Let <//,: nTx-*Tx and ^2: Tg_" -^ T0 be branched coverings of degree n. Here nTx denotes the disjoint union of n copies of Tx each mapped homeomorphically by ^, and \¡/2 is constructed by specifying a Hurwitz system with a collection of (2g -2) > 2(n -1) branch points labeled with the transitive sequence of transpositions (12), (12), . . . , (12), (12), (13), (13), . . . , (1«), (In) and computing the genus of the resulting total space using the RiemannHurwitz formula. Then \p is defined to be the fiber connected sum of uV, and \p2 along a principal fiber. One easily sees that <// has the stated properties. □ Before proceeding to the proof of (5.3) we prove a useful lemma of arithmetic. Let -denote the equivalence relation on ordered pairs (x, y) of integers generated by (x, y) ~(x,y ± x) and (x, y)~(x ± y, y). Here all unspecified generators are mapped by the identity. One easily checks that these isomorphisms preserve intersection numbers and so, as is well known, are induced by homeomorphisms of Tg. More precisely the first two are induced by appropriate twist homeomorphisms about curves representing a, and b¡, respectively. And the third is induced by a composition of twist homeomorphisms such as t(oj)~1t(bi)t(c), where c is a curve representing atj -b{. The branched coverings Tg -» Tx constructed have the property, which we shall later use, that any simple closed curve in Tx is isotopic to one in the complement of the branch set whose inverse image is connected. To prove this we shall discuss a broader class of branched coverings.
Define a branched covering <p: M2 -» N2 to be local if (as in (5.2)) M2 is connected and <p is the fiber connected sum of an unbranched covering <p0: M¿-> N2 and a branched covering <p,: A/2 -» S2 where Mx is connected. More generally define <p to be semi-local if <p is the fiber connected sum, along a principal fiber, of a branched covering <p0: A/,2 -» N2 and a branched covering <p, : A/2 -> S2 where A/2 is connected. These conditions mean loosely that <p has at least as many branch points as a simple branched covering S2 -»S2 of degree«.
(5.6) Theorem. Let <p: M2 -» N2 be a semi-local simple branched covering. Then any simple closed curve in N2 is isotopic to a curve c such that c misses the branch set and<p~x(c) is connected.
Proof. First suppose N2 = S2. In order that a simple closed curve ccS2 -7? have the property that <p~x(c) is connected it is necessary and sufficient that under the representation p(<p): irx(S2 -B, *) -> S", p(<p)[c] (well-defined only up to conjugation) be a cycle of length n, e.g.
(12 •••«).
Normalize the Hurwitz system for <p to (12), (12), . . . , (12), (12), (13), (13), . . . , (1«), (In), as in the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4) and (3.8). Since all simple closed curves in S2 are isotopic we may choose c to surround precisely the points assigned (12), (13), . . . , (In). Then c clearly has the desired properties. Now consider the general case <p: A/2 -» N2 where <p -<p0 #y <p{ as in the definition of a semilocal branched covering. Any simple closed curve c in N2 may be written up to isotopy as c0 # c, where c0 c A/2 and c, c 52. As in the first case we may assume that c, represents an appropriate class in S", so that c represents an n-cycle and <p ~ x(c) is connected, fj 6. Extension of branched coverings. In this section we prove various results about extending branched coverings over cobordisms. As an immediate application we sketch a proof that the analog of (3.3) holds in dimension 3: any branched covering M3 -> N3 is 6-homotopic to a simple branched covering. Further applications of these extension theorems are given in §7 to the existence of branched coverings of orientable 3-manifolds over S3 and over S2 X S1 of specified degree, and in §8 to the existence of branched coverings of nonorientable 3-manifolds.
(6.1) Lemma. Let Mm and Nm be connected, closed, orientable m-manifolds and let Wm+X be an orientable cobordism obtained from Mm X I by adding a single l-handle Bx X Dm along Mm X 1. TTien any branched covering <p: Mm X 0 -> A/m X0 extends to a branched covering 9: Wm + X -+Nm X I which is simple if<p is.
Proof. Extend <p to $: Mm X I -+ Nm X I by defining \¡i(x, t) = (<p(x), t). Let \¡/x: Dm+X -» Dm+X be the branched covering of degree 2 which is the orbit map for the involution (xx, x2, x3 . . . xm+i)r^( -xl, -x2, x3>--->*m+i) of Dm+\ Let &= (»-l)Dm+x->Dm+x be the branched covering of degree n obtained from \px by mapping (n -2) additional (m + l)-disks homeomorphically.
Then there is a branched covering 9 = xpb,fxp2:Mm X I\\f(n-\)Dm+x^Nm X I \\ Dm+X obtained by forming the fiber boundary connected sum of \(/ and <//2 along principal fibers. Evidently Mm X I \\f(n -l)Dm+x is homeomorphic to Wm+X rel Mm X 0 and Nm X I \\ Dm+X is homeomorphic to Nm X I rel Nm X 0 and 9 is the desired extension. □ (6.2) Theorem. Let W3 be an oriented connected cobordism between the connected 2-manifolds Mq and Mx and let <p,: A/,2-» S2 X i, i = 0, I, be oriented branched coverings of degree n > 3. 77îen there is a branched covering 9: W3 -> S2 X I which extends % and <px and which is simple if(p0 and <p, are.
Proof. Choose a handle decomposition for W3 based on A/,2 having only 1-handles and 2-handles. Then we can write
W3 = F03 u U2 X I u Vf
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where V3 is obtained from a collar on A/,2 by adding 1-handles, for / = 0, 1, and 3F03 = A/02 u U.
By (3.3) and (6.1) <p0 and <p, extend to (oriented) branched coverings Vy3 -+ S2 X [0, 1/3] and V3 -> S2 X [2/3, 1] which are simple if <p0 and <p, are and which are in any case simple over S2 X 1/3 and S2 X 2/3. The extensions determine two different oriented branched coverings of the same (oriented) degree. Therefore by the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4) and the Realization Theorem (4.1) these two are equivalent and actually è-homotopic. Let W3 be a connected orientable 3-manifold with connected boundary and let <p: dW3 -» S2 be a branched covering of degree n > 3. Then there is a branched covering 9: W3 -> D3 which extends <p and is simple if <p is.
Proof. Orient W3 and D3 so that <p: dW3 -» S2 is oriented with respect to induced orientations. Choose a small 3-disk 7?3 c int W3 and let V3 = W3 -int 7?3. Let i//: B3-*\D3 be any simple branched covering of degree n, obtained, for example, by crossing a simple branched covering D2 -» D2 with 7.
By (6.2) tp and ^|37i3 extend to a branched covering V3^(D3 -int \ D3), which together with \p defines the desired extension, fj (6.4) Remark. An analogous result holds in dimension 2: Let A/2 be an orientable, connected, 2-manifold with 3A/2 « Sx. Then any n-fold covering 3M2 -+ Sx, n > 2, extends to a simple branched covering A/2 -» D2. For the proof one simply constructs an appropriate Hurwitz system using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula.
We can now prove that simple branched coverings are dense in dimension 3.
(6.5) Theorem. Any branched covering <p: M3 -> N3 of degree n is bhomotopic to a simple branched covering.
Proof. If deg((p) = 2 then tp is simple. So we may assume n > 3. Let Q denote the set of points y G N3 for which <p~'(y) consists of fewer than (n -1) points. Evidently Q is a subpolyhedron of 7?9 and so has dimension at most 1. We show first how to change <p by a 6-homotopy so that Q has dimension 0 and second how to eliminate Q entirely.
We may assume that A/3 and N3 are triangulated so that tp is simplicial and Q is a subcomplex of 7Y. Let ax, . . . , am be the 1-simplices of Q with dual 2-cells Dx, . . ., Dm (subcomplexes of the first barycentric subdivision of N3). Then the joins 3a, * Dx, . . . , 3am * Dm are neighborhoods of int a" . . . , int om having disjoint interiors. Each tp ~ X(D¡) -> D¡ is a possibly disconnected branched covering of D¡ by (n -2) or fewer 2-cells, of total degree n. By (3.3) tp\q>~x(D¡) is 6-homotopic rel 3<p~'(7),) to a simple branched covering. These è-homotopies together extend to è-homotopies over 3o, * Dx, . . . , dam * Dm using the join structures, and then over the rest of M3 by the constant è-homotopy. The resulting branched covering (still call it tp) has Q of dimension 0. We now suppose g is a 0-dimensional subcomplex of N3, say Q = {vx, . . ., vk], with dual 3-cells Dx, . . ., Dk. These are pairwise disjoint disk neighborhoods of vx, . . . , vk. Each <p~'(£>,) consists of a number of pairwise disjoint 3-disks mapped onto 7), by branched coverings of total degree n. By (6.3) and the Alexander trick for branched coverings (see §1) each <p\<p~x(D¡) is 6-homotopic rel 3<p_1(7),) to a simple branched covering. These 6-homotopies extend to all of A/3, as before, providing the desired 6-homotopy. □ (6.6) Corollary. Any branched covering M3 -» N3 is branch homotopic to one with branch set a 1-manifold. □
The following result is an example of how the preceding results can be used to obtain more complicated extension theorems. It will be used in §8.
(6.7) Theorem. Let W3 be a connected orientable 3-manifold with connected nonempty boundary A/2. Then a simple semilocal branched covering <p: A/2 -» Sx X Sx of degree n > 3 extends to a branched covering \p: W3 -> D2 X Sx if and only iftp extends to a map W3 -> D2 X Sx.
Proof. Using a collar of M2 in W3 one sees that tp extends to such a branched covering \p if and only if any branched covering è-homotopic to <p does.
By adjusting <p if necessary by a Z>-homotopy induced by an isotopy of S' X S'we may assume Sx X * c Sx X S' -B9 for some base point * and <p~x(Sx X *) is connected, by (5.6), since <¡p is semilocal. Then <p is automatically transverse to S1 X *.
Let/: W3 -> D2 X Sx be any proper map which extends <p. By the relative transversality theorem we may assume in addition/is transverse to D2 X *. In particular ^"'(.S1 X *) bounds a connected two-sided 2-manifold N2 c W3 obtained as the component of f~x(D2 X *) which contains the simple closed curve tp~x(Sx X *).
In fact we may alter/rel M2 so that N2 = f~x(D2 X *). For/= (/,,/j): W3^D2X Sx and/-'(£>2 X *) = /2_1(*). Let/¿: W3 -* S' be a map which equals/2 on a neighborhood U of N2 u M2 and maps M3 -U into Sx -*. Now just replace/by (/,,/2).
By the Hurwitz Existence Theorem and the homotopy extension theorem we may in fact assume f\N2 is a branched covering of degree n. Let W3 denote W3 cut open along N2, so that W3 is a manifold with two copies of N2 in dW3 and W3 is obtained from W3 by suitably identifying them. Similarly (D2 X Sx)~ denotes D2 X Sx cut open along D2 X *. Since f~x(D2 X *) = N2 there is an induced map/: W3^(D2 X Sx)~ and/|3FT3 is a branched covering of degree n.
Since (D2 X Sx)~= D3, it follows from (6.3) that there is a branched covering \p: W3 ->(D2 X Sx)~ which agrees with / on 3W3. Reforming W3 and D2 X Sx, \p induces the desired branched covering \p: W3 -» D2 X Sx. [Hirl] , and Montesinos [M] and characterize those 3-manifolds which are branched coverings of S2 X Sx.
(7.1) Theorem. Let M3 be a closed orientable 3-manifold and n > 3 an integer. Then there is a simple branched covering M3 -> S3 of degree n.
Proof. Let A/3 = T7_uT7+bea
Heegard decomposition where H _ and T7+ are handlebodies identified along their boundary. Let S3 = D3_ \J D3+ where D3_ and TJ)3 are the upper and lower hemispheres.
By the Hurwitz Existence Theorem there is a simple branched covering \p: 377_ ->dDt. By the Extension Theorem (6.3), \j/ extends to simple branched coverings q>_ : H_ -» D3_ and <p+ : 77+ -> TJ)3 of degree n. Just set tp = q>_ u <p+-D (7.2) Remark. The version of (7.1) with no statement about n is that due to Alexander, while that for n = 3 is due to Hilden, Hirsch, and Montesinos. Therefore let N2 c AT3 be a two-sided nonseparating submanifold and let M3 denote A/3 cut open along N2. So 3A/3 is the disjoint union A/,2 u Nx of two copies of N2. Choose a simple branched covering \¡/: N2 -» S2. This gives rise to oriented branched coverings \¡/¡: N2 -> S2 X i, i = 0, 1, where N2 is oriented by its inclusion in A/3 and S2 X i by its inclusion in S2 X I. By the Extension Theorem (6.3), \p0 u $, extends to a simple branched covering 9: M3 -> S2 X I. By the Realization Theorem (4.1) the gluing homeomorphism h: Nq -> Nx2 by which M3 is recovered from M3 can be realized up to isotopy by one covering a homeomorphism h: S2 X 0 ^> S2 X 1 isotopic to the identity. Thus 9 induces the desired branched covering tp: M3 -» S2 X Sx by gluing the boundary components of A/3 and of S2 X I together using h and n. fj (7.4) Remark. By (4.5) we may in addition require that the branched coverings <p in (7.1) and (7.3) have a connected 1-manifold as branch set, since they are easily seen to be nondegenerate branched coverings.
8. Branched coverings of nonorientable 3-manifolds. In this section we apply the results of § §3-6 to the study of branched coverings of nonorientable 3-manifolds. The end result is that any closed nonorientable 3-manifold is a branched covering of T^2 X Sx and the possible degrees can be precisely characterized.
Several necessary technical results about the first Stiefel-Whitney class wx(M3) G HX(M3; Z/2) and the representation of its Poincaré dual by submanifolds will be proved along the way. Note that a class u G H*(X; Z/2) is the reduction of an integral class if and only if ßu = 0. We first consider closed manifolds Af3 with wx(M3) ^ 0 but ßwx(M3) = 0. The simplest familiar manifold of this sort is the nontrivial 52-bundle over S\ which we denote by S2 <8> Sx. Usually we think of S2 <S> Sx as S2 X I with S2 X 0 and S2X 1 identified by any homeomorphism isotopic to the antipodal map. Sometimes it is also useful to view it as the quotient of S2 X Sx by the involution (x, z)\-*(-x, -z).
The geometric equivalent of the condition ßwx(M3) = 0 can be expressed in terms of category. A cohomology class v G H*(X) (any coefficients) has category cat t> < k if X = X0 u A', u Proof. If ßv = 0 then v is the reduction of an integral class and so can be represented by a map /: X^>SX. Then the decomposition X = f~x(Sx{y})uf~\Sx -{-y}) shows that cat v < 1 since f\f-\Sx -{y}) = 0. Now suppose cat v < 1. For simplicity we shall assume X is a PL manifold since that is the only case we shall use. Then X = U0 U Ux where v\U¡ = 0 for i' = 0, 1. It is easy to see that we may assume that U0 and Í7, are submanifolds with U0 n Ux = 3i/0 = 3t/, = V. Then a map /: X-+P°°r epresenting v factors homotopically through the suspension £ V, say ZV A-->7>°°w
here n collapses the complement of a regular neighborhood of V inX to two points.
The map SfiT"50 -^ P°°, where fl is the loop space functor, defined by [t, X]H>X(t), is easily seen to be homotopy equivalent to the standard inclusion Sx = Px c PK. Then g: SK-^P00 factors through SAT100 by Proof. Represent wx(M3) by a map /: A/3 -»S1 using the fact that ßwx(M3) = 0. Let N2 = f~l(y) where y is a regular value for / (say an interior point of a 1-simplex in a triangulation such that/is simplicial).
Then A2 is easily seen to satisfy the statement of the lemma except that N2 may not be connected and may separate AT3. For A2 is two-sided, since its normal bundle pulls back from that of y in Sl, so that wx(N2) = wx(M3)\N2 = 0, since/|A2 s 0; similarly A/3 -A2 is orientable. Therefore generically any orientation-reversing loop in AT3 must meet A2 an odd number of times, so that A2 represents Dwx(M3), by the definition of Poincaré duality. Now A2 may be made connected without destroying the above properties by running a minimal number of tubes between components, so that no new orientation-reversing loops are added to A2.
Finally, assuming as we may that A2 is connected, A2 cannot separate A/3. For otherwise any simple closed curve would meet A2 in an even number of points. □ We can now use (8.2) to construct branched coverings of some nonorientable 3-manifolds.
(8.3) Theorem. Let M3 be a closed, connected, nonorientable 3-manifold such that ßwx(M3) = 0 and let n > 3 be an integer. Then there is a primitive branched covering tp: M3 -> S2 ® Sx of degree n.
Proof. We view S2 ® Sx as S2 x I with S2 x 0 and S2 x 1 suitably identified.
Let A2 c A/3 be a two-sided, connected, orientable 2-manifold representing Dwx(M3) as guaranteed by (8.2), so that A/3 -A2 is connected and orientable. Let M3 denote A/3 cut open along A2, so that 3A/3 is the disjoint union of two copies A02 and A2 of A2 and A/3 is obtained from AT3 by identifying A,2 and A2 by a homeomorphism h: A,2 -» A2.
By the Hurwitz Existence Theorem one can construct a simple branched covering <p0: A,2 -> S2 X 0 of degree n. By the Extension Theorem (6.2), tp0 extends to a branched covering <p:(A/3;A02,A2)^S2X(7;0, 1).
By the Uniqueness Theorem (3.4), <p|A2 is equivalent to <p0. Therefore by the Realization Theorem (4.1) there are homeomorphisms/:
S2x0-^S"2X 1 and g: Aq -» A,2 such that the diagram
commutes, g is isotopic to h, and / is isotopic to the antipodal map. Thus using g we can glue the ends A,2 and A2 of M3 together and obtain the desired branched covering <p: A/3 -> S2 <S) Sx, which clearly induces a surjection of fundamental groups. □ (8.4) Remark. If <p: M3 -+ S2 <8> Sx is any branched covering then ßwx(M3) = 0. For tp preserves first Stiefel-Whitney classes and the decomposition
shows that M3 is the union of two orientable pieces so that cat wx(M3) < 1 and hence ßwx(M3) = 0 by (8.1). Also one can apply (4.5) to make the branch set of <p in (8.3) connected.
We now turn to the more delicate case when ßwx(M3) ^ 0. The simplest familiar model of such a manifold is P2 X Sx.
(8.5) Proposition.
Let M3 be a connected closed 3-manifold such that ßwx(M3) ¥= 0. 77ien the Poincaré dual Dwx(M3) G H2(M3; Z/2) is represented by a connected, orientable, one-sided submanifold N2 such that, moreover, the induced homomorphism HX(N2; Z) -» 77,(A/3; Z) is surjective.
Proof. By Thorn [T, 11.26] (or simply by resolving the singularities in a suitable simplicial 2-cycle) there is a 2-manifold A2 c A/3 representing Dwx(M3).
Without changing the mod 2 homology class represented by A2 we may add a collection of tubes to A2 so that A2 becomes connected and TT,(A2; Z) -» T7,(A/3; Z) is surjective.
Suppose that A2 were nonorientable. We shall show that this would imply ßwx(M3) = 0.
Let W3 be the total space of the normal disk bundle of A2 in M3 with V2 =dW3. Then V2 is a two-sided submanifold of the orientable manifold A/3 -A2 and hence is orientable. Then the double covering it: V2 -» A2 induced by the normal bundle projection is necessarily the orientable double covering of A2. Therefore, over an annulus in A2, it is trivial, while, over a Möbius band in A2, w is nontrivial. Thus, over a Möbius band in A2, W3 is itself orientable as a 3-manifold. Since any loop in W3 may be assumed to lie in A2 this shows W3 is orientable.
But then A/3 = W3 u (A/3 -A2) where W3 and M3 -A2 are orientable. By (8.1) this implies ßwx(M3) = 0. Therefore A2 must be orientable as desired. □ (8.6) Lemma. Let M3 be a closed nonorientable 3-manifold. Then HX(M3; Z) 0.
Proof. Using Z/2 coefficients it is a standard consequence of Poincaré duality that the mod 2 Euler characteristic x(AT3; Z/2) = 0. But by the Universal Coefficient Theorem the Euler characteristic does not depend on the coefficients used. In particular x(^3;Q) = 0-Since H3(M3; Q) = 0 and H°(M3; Q) = Q it follows that HX(M3;Q)=£ 0. Hence 77 '(A/3; Z) =£ 0. D (8.7) Lemma. Let A2 be a connected, closed, orientable 2-manifold of genus g > 3, let f = (/,,/2): A2 -» Px X Sx be a primitive map of degree n, and let k be any integer. Then there is a primitive map /,': A2 -» Px such that /, = /( mod 2 (i.e., //, ss if[ where i: Px -* P°° is the inclusion) and degi/,',/^ = n + 2k.
Proof. As in the proof of (5.3) we may find a standard basis {ax, a2, . . . , ag, bx, b2, . . . , bg) for 77,(A2; Z) (for which intersection Proof. By (8.5) there is a connected, orientable, one-sided 2-manifold A2 c M3 representing the Poincaré dual Dwx(M3) and such that T7,(A2; Z) -» TT,(A/3; Z) is surjective. By adding some trivial handles to A2 if necessary we may assume that A2 has genus g > max{3, n). Let W3 denote the total space of the normal disk bundle v(N2) of A2 in A/3 and let V2 = dW3. The normal bundle ¡>(N2) is classified by a map A2 -» P00. Since any element of 77'(A2; Z/2) is the reduction of an integral class the classifying map factors through Px c P°° by a map/,: A2-» T*1, which is, of course, not uniquely determined.
Let gx: M3 -» 7>2 be the result of applying the Thom-Pontryagin construction to/,, so that g, maps W3 by a bundle map to the Möbius band <DH2 which is the total space of the normal bundle of Px in P2 and maps A/3 -W3 into TJ>2 = P2 -91L2. Then g, represents wx(M3).
Let g2 The map g is easily seen to be primitive, since wx(M3) is not an integral class. The map / is primitive since /, is clearly primitive and /2 is primitive because g2 and T7,(A2; Z) -> HX(M3; Z) is surjective.
By (8.7) we can alter/, (and hence gx) to obtain an integer n > 3 (say 3 or 4) for deg(/) = deg(g). For the degree off can be altered by any even integer and still have/, classify the normal bundle v(N2) and/be primitive. Now by (5.1)/is homotopic to a simple local branched covering of degree n. Since/ = (fx,f2) is only determined up to homotopy we may assume/is a simple local branched covering.
Since g| W3: W3 -^ 91t2 X Sx is a bundle map it too is a simple branched covering, as is g\ V2: V2 -» S ' X S '. Now g\ V2 is clearly at least a semi-local branched covering. Therefore, by (6.5) g\ V2 extends to a simple branched covering Af3 -int W3 -> D2 X Sx where D2 X Sx = P2 X Sx -int <DH2 X S ', since g| V2 extends as a map. This extension, together with g\ W3, defines the desired branched covering Af3 -> P2 X Sx. □ (8.9) Remark. The branched coverings in (8.8) can be altered, using (4.5), so as to have connected branch set. It is somewhat awkward to describe the degrees which can be achieved by primitive branched coverings Af3-» P2 X Sx. The simplest way to put it is that a given degree n > 3 can be achieved if and only if there is a primitive map/: M3 -» T>2 X Sx such that deg/ = n and f*wx(P2 X Sx) = wx(M3). Any such map M3 -> P2 X S ' is determined mod 2 by wx(M3) in the first factor and by an element of HX(M3; Z) in the second. One can without difficulty show that in the proof of (8.8) one can achieve the following results: These subclasses are all nonempty. One can also interpose an infinite sequence of subclasses in I by considering Bockstein homomorphisms associated with the coefficient sequence 0->Z/2* ->Z/2*+1 ->Z/2 -+0, for k > 2.
9. Open book decompositions. In this section we shall apply the results of §8 to prove the existence of open book decompositions for nonorientable 3-manifolds.
Recall that an open book decomposition for Af3 consists of a 1-manifold ®' C A/3, called the binding, with trivialized normal bundle %x X D2 and a fibering of S = M3 -%x, p: g -> S1, such that p\%x X (D2 -0) has the form (x, z)\-^z/1|z][. The fibers Fz = p~x(z) are called the pages or ¡eaves. Then the closure Fz is a submanifold with dFz = %x. It will sometimes be more convenient to work with E = M3 -intCS1 X TJ>2); S is homeomorphic to E with an open collar attached.
In [A2] Alexander used his theorem that every closed orientable 3-manifold A/3 is a branched covering of S3 to show that A/3 admits an open book decomposition. In similar fashion we shall use (8.10) to prove the analogous statement for nonorientable 3-manifolds. In outline the argument is as follows: First we show that P2 X Sx admits an open book decomposition; second we show that the branch set of a simple branched covering over a 3-manifold with an open book decomposition can be adjusted so as to be transverse to the leaves; and, finally, we show that an open book decomposition can be pulled back through such a transverse branched covering. Proof. We shall use Stallings' Fibering Theorem [Sta] to deduce the existence of the decomposition rather than explicitly exhibiting it.
Let %x be a circle in 7>2 X Sx which winds twice about the Sx factor. Precisely, we may view P2 X Sx as P2 X I with P2 X 0 identified with P2X 1 using any homeomorphism/: P2 X 0 ^> P2 X 1 which is isotopic to the identity. Let 7J>2 c P2 be a 2-disk, let xx, x2 G int D2, and let 7), and 7J>2 be disjoint disk neighborhoods of xx and x2 in int 7J>2. Now let/: P2 ->• P2 be a homeomorphism which is the identity outside 7J>2 and permutes (7J>" xx) and (D2, x2). Then %x is the image of xx X I u x2 X I in 7»2 X 7// and <$' X TJ)2 is the image of 7), X I u TJ>2 X T. Set & = 7>2 X Sx -%x and E = P2 X S'-intOS1 X TJ»2). According to [Sta] it suffices to show that E is irreducible and that the surjective homomorphism vr,(3Ti) -» Z induced by the projection 'S1 X Sx -» S ' extends to a homomorphism ttx(E) -> Z with finitely generated kernel not equal to Z/2.
To see that E is irreducible note that E is covered by the product of a triply punctured 2-disk with R, which is easily seen to be irreducible.
Let A2 = P2 -int(TJ>, u TJ>2) and let * G 3D2 c A2 be a base point. Then irx(N2, *) has a presentation {a, b, c: ab = c2>, where a and b correspond to the loops 3TJ>, and 3TJ>2 suitably connected to * and c represents a generator of tx(P2, *) lying outside D2. Then (with proper choice of labeling)/": w,(A2, *) -» vr,(A2, *) is given by a\-+aba~x, b\-+a, and c\-^c.
By Van Kampen's Theorem then mxE has a presentation (a, b, c,g: ab = c2,gag~x = aba~x, gbg~x = a,gcg~x = c).
Also 7rx(dE, *) is given by <x, y: yxy~x = x> and the inclusion-induced homomorphism 7r,(37i, *) -» 7r,(7i, *) is given by ;ci-»a and yi-^g2 (with suitable choices made), while the projection tTx(dE, *)->Z is given by xi-»l andj>r-»0.
Define a: irx(E, *) -» Z by aH>l, ¿>H>1, CH^l, gr^O.
It is immediate that a is well-defined and extends the projection 7r,(37i, *) -> Z. We claim ker(a) is the free group on two generators. To prove the claim we modify the presentation of ttx(E, *). First, since b = a~xc2, we can write ttx(E, *) = (a,c,g:gag~x = c2a~x,gcg~x -c>.
Now make the following substitutions: u = g, v = ac~x, w -cg~x. Then ttx(E, *) = <m, t>, w: vw = wo-1, «iv = wv) and a: w,(Ti, *)-»Z is given by wh»0, t>H-»0, wh^I. The relations then show that any word r in u, v, and w can be put in the form r = r0w" where a(r) = n and r0 is a word in u and t>. Thus ker(a) is generated by u and v and hence is the free group on two generators. D (9.2) Remark. The typical leaf Fz of the so-determined open book decomposition for T>2 X S1 must be nonorientable since 9>x =dFz and %l clearly does not bound integrally. Thus one deduces that Fz is the punctured Klein bottle and that the monodromy map g: FZ->FZ for the bundle £ is the " y-homeomorphism" of Lickorish [Lil] (since the other possible choices for g do not yield the right fundamental group). Proof. Our proof generalizes that of Alexander [A2] for the case where M3 = S3 with the standard open book decomposition 51XTJ>2uR2x51, but is rather more complicated.
By a simple general position argument we may assume to begin with that LcS and that the restriction p\L: L -» Sx embeds each simplex in some triangulation and so fails to be a covering map only at finitely many points which we shall refer to as fold points. The idea is to eliminate these fold points in pairs by pulling L across ÍB '.
Orient a component of L, let A and Ti be points in that component, and let a be the arc in L from A to Ti. Assume int a contains no fold points of L. Suppose there is a 2-simplex A in Af3 with one edge o, and opposite vertex v G 9>x and which meets a leaf in A/3, if at all, in a single arc which spans from a to v. Call such a 2-simplex A a spanning disk. (Call A a clean spanning disk if it should happen in addition that A n L = a.)
We shall prove the following three statements: (9.4) There is an isotopy (locally unknotted)/: L -» A/3 such that/ is fixed on o and supported on a neighborhood of L n int A and such that fx(L) n A = a, fx(L) c E, p\fx(L) is finite-to-one and fx(L) has exactly the same fold points as L. (This makes A clean.) (9.5) If A and Ti are fold points and A is a clean spanning disk then there is a locally unknotted isotopy g,: L -> M3 such that g, is supported on a, gx(L) has two fewer fold points than L, and p\gx(L) is still finite-to-one. (This eliminates a pair of adjacent folds). Then by (9.6) the fold at TJ) = x" can be moved to x"_, using A"_, without introducing new folds. Unfortunately the new [x"_x, x"] may intersect A"_2. By (9.4) [x"_,, xn] can be moved off A"_2. Continuing in this way the fold at x"_, is moved to x"_2, etc., until it has been moved to x2. Then the pair of folds at xx and x0 can be eliminated by (9.5) after applying (9.4) to move the new [xx, x"] off of Aq. An application of the isotopy extension theorem completes the proof.
Proof of (9.4). By general position we may assume that L -a meets A transversely in finitely many nonfold points in int A. Folds or points of tangency may be moved off A slightly in a bicollar A X [ -1, 1] around A and an arc of L -o lying in A may be tilted in A X [-1, 1] so as to meet A in an isolated point of transverse intersection. In addition we continue to keep ¿c S. Now consider an innermost point z G (L -o) n A in the sense that the line segment from t; to z in A which runs along a single leaf of Af3 meets no other point of L. Let t be a very small arc in L which lies in A X [-1, 1] such that z G int t and t contains no fold points. Replace t by an arc t' which spins once around 9>x near v instead of cutting through A. This can be accomplished by an isotopy supported on t simply by sliding z in A to t; and then slightly off A.
Continuing in this way we eventually eliminate all points of (L -a) n A. Proof of (9.5) and (9.6). Shrinking in along leaves and reparametrizing 9>x X TJ)2 we may assume A is a sector of u X TJ)2 and L n ("$' X TJ)2) = a. Let g, be the isotopy supported on o which moves a to the complementary arc a' = (v X 3TJ)2) -int o. If A and Ti are fold points this eliminates the two folds, proving (9.5). If B is a fold and A is not, this moves the fold at Ti to A, proving (9.6).
This completes the proof of (9.3). □
The following is a precise statement of an observation in [A2] . Proof. Covering space theory implies that (p~xCS>x) is a 1-manifold with trivial normal bundle pulled back from that of <$)x in A3. To see that ptp: rp"'(£)-> Sx is a bundle, we just note that any leaf Fz of S in A3 has a neighborhood U such that the pair (U, L n U) = (F2 X R, (L n Fz) X R)
by the transversality condition. Therefore over such a U, <p also splits as a product with R. The proposition follows easily from this. □ Proof. If M3 is orientable this is due to Alexander. So assume Af3 is nonorientable. By (8.9) and (6.5) there is a simple branched covering <p: M3 -> P2 X Sx with branch set L a 1-manifold, since tp is simple. By (9.1) P2 X Sx admits an open book decomposition. By (9.3) we may assume, after composing tp with an isotopy of A3, that L meets the leaves transversely. Therefore by (9.7) <p induces on Af3 the desired open book decomposition. LT (9.9) Remarks, (i) By spinning L more times around %x st Sx in P2 X Sx as in the proof of (9.3) we may make the induced binding tp~xC$>x) connected at the expense of raising the genus of the leaves. Alternatively this observation follows from a general remark of González-Acuña.
(ii) Another approach to (9.8) would be one similar to that used by J. Wood [Wo] to construct codimension one foliations on nonorientable 3-manifolds.
10. Knots as branched coverings of the trivial knot. Let K c S3 be a knot and let C c S3 be a trivial knot.
(10.1) Theorem. For any integer n > 3 there exists a simple branched covering <p: S3 -* S3 of degree n such that K = <p~'(C) and the branch set of<p is a knot in S3 -C.
Proof. Let K X TJ)2 and C X D2 denote trivialized normal bundles for K and C in S3. Then S3 s C X D2 u TJ)2 X Sx. Let V2 c S3 -K X int D2 be a Seifert surface for K such that dV2 = K X*, * G 3D2.
Let AJ-> C be an n-fold covering and extend it to K X D2 -> C X D2 by the identity map on TJ)2. Then we have an n-fold covering dV2 ->37J)2 X *. By the 2-dimensional extension theorem (6.4) this extends to a simple branched covering V2 -> D2 X * of degree n.
Let W3 denote S3 -(K X int D2) cut open along V2. Note that TJ)2 X S1 cut open along D2 X * is homeomorphic to D2 X I. Thus we obtain a branched covering 3ry3-»3(7J>2 x 7). By (6.3) this extends to a branched covering W3 -> D2 X I. Gluing the pieces back together, we obtain the desired branched covering S3 -» S3. (If the branch set is not connected, it can be made connected by (4.5).) □ (10.2) Remark. D. Goldsmith asked whether there is a map/: (S3, K)-* (S3, C) such that/"'(C) = K and/ is a covering off of a 1-complex, and (10.1) answers this question affirmatively.
(10.3) Remark. A similar argument shows that if L c S3 is a tame link of k components, then for any n > max{3, k) there is a branched covering <p: S3 -» S3 of degree n, such that L = <p~x(C) and Ti^ is a knot in S3 -C.
Appendix. Branched coverings of nonorientable manifolds in higher dimensions. Here we show that a nonorientable 2n-dimensional PL manifold can be expressed as a branched covering of real projective space P2". This result reportedly appears in unpublished work of R. H. Fox. When n = 1 it is due to Wille [Wi] . We also show that there can be no such universal target in odd dimensions greater than 3.
The result is formulated in terms of equivariant branched coverings between manifolds with a free involution and incorporates techniques of Alexander [Al] and of Heins [He] .
(A.l) Theorem. Let M" be an orientable PL n-manifold without boundary and let T: M" -> M" be a fixed point free PL involution such that T preserves orientation if n is odd and reverses orientation if n is even. Then there is a Z2-equivariant branched covering (Mn, T) -> (S", A) where A is the antipodal involution of S".
(A.2) Corollary.
Let A2" be a nonorientable PL 2n-manifold without boundary. Then there is a branched covering A2" -> P2".
Proof of (A.2). Apply (1) to the orientable double cover Af 2" -» A2" with deck transformation T to obtain an equivariant branched covering (M2n, T) -+(S2n,A) and hence, upon passage to orbit spaces, a branched covering A2" -» P2n (A.3) Complement. If n is odd and greater than 3 there is no single n-manifold A" such that every nonorientable n-manifold is a branched covering over A". so is that over Tp0 . . . Tpn. Note that both S" -<pp0 ■ • • <pp" and S" -<pTp0 • • • <pTp" = S" -A<pp0 ■ ■ ■ A<pp" are PL n-cells. In this case extend <p: 3(p0 • • • p")-*3(<pp0 • • • <pp") to a PL homeomorphism Po ' ' ' Pn ~*S" ~~ Wo " ' * <PPn> and then, having made this extension, extend <p over Tp0 ■ ■ ■ Tpn by A<pT.
The resulting <p: M -» S" is clearly a well-defined, Z2-equivariant, nondegenerate, PL map. To see that <p is open it suffices to check that there are no folds: Any open (n -l)-simplex of A/' has a neighborhood in Af which <p embeds in S". This follows immediately from the definition of <p and completes the proof.
One might make the conjecture that a given nonorientable (2n + 1)-manifold is a branched covering of a twisted product of spheres and/or projective spaces.
